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In laparoscopic surgery, which is also referred to as minimally invasive surgery (MIS),
surgeons carry out surgical procedures with the assistance of a video camera and several surgical
instruments. Laparoscopic surgeons should possess excellent eye-hand coordination capabilities,
strong cognitive knowledge, case and problem management, and manual dexterity skills. Such
skills can be acquired through simulation using a basic, low-fidelity setup, such as the surgical
box-trainer. General surgeons must pass a set of tests on a Fundamentals of Laparoscopic
Surgery (FLS) Trainer device.
One pivotal skill for a successful operation is developing a sense of the applied forces on
the tissue using the long, mostly metal laparoscopic tools. The objective is to prevent the tissue
from being damaged. This study proposes a technique to measure the forces applied by the jaws
of the grasper using a capacitive sensing element and a novel technique to measure the forces
applied by the needle driver during bowel suturing tests by using strain gauges (SGs). A method
to aggregate the responses of the SGs on a cylindrical shaft is also proposed. Another innovation
involved in this work is a force feedback display system that utilizes Augmented Reality (AR)
glasses that provide a real-time visual representation of the force to the surgeon without
distracting the field of view. This study also describes the electromechanical calibration system
to calibrate the force measurements for the needle driver and acquire force data using LabVIEW.

Results by simulations indicate that accurate force measurement can be achieved. The
implemented prototype of the proposed enhancements to the Intelligent Box-Trainer System
(IBTS) has proven that the force measurements are accurate, the transfer function is mostly
linear, and the measurements can be replicated in a consistent fashion. The implementation of the
AR glasses has proven that the approach is responsive and is capable of handling image frame
rates high enough for creating a smooth display for the surgeon’s eye.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Overview and Motivation
In laparoscopic surgery, which is also referred to as minimally invasive surgery (MIS),

surgeons carry out surgical procedures with the assistance of a video camera and several surgical
instruments. The video camera becomes a surgeon’s eyes [1]. One form of MIS is performed
through a series of small incisions through which plastic ports are placed, allowing the
introduction of a camera and specially designed instruments. The avoidance of making a single
large incision reduces pain and recovery time.
Laparoscopic surgeons should possess excellent eye-hand coordination capabilities,
strong cognitive knowledge, case and problem management, and manual dexterity skills. Such
skills can be acquired through simulation using a basic, low-fidelity setup such as the surgical
box-trainer device.
General surgeons must pass a set of tests on a Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery
(FLS) Trainer device. FLS was designed for surgical residents, fellows, and practicing
physicians to learn and practice laparoscopic skills and demonstrate proficiency for those skills.
The residents’ performance is graded on the grounds of both precision and speed. The evaluation
of performance, however, is crude, frequently focusing on speed alone or subjective
observations. Using the current FLS Trainer device, no significant qualitative and quantitative
information on the trainee’s performance is measured and recorded electronically [2][3]. Several
electronic enhancements can improve the current FLS box trainers. For example, the force
applied to the artificial tissue by the jaws of the grasping tool, the movements of the tooltips in a
3D space inside the test platform, and the time taken to complete a test are desired objectives.
The work presented in [4] investigated the added value of force parameters for commonly
used motion and time parameters. Two new dynamic bimanual positioning tasks were developed
requiring adequate motion control and appropriate force control during simulated tissue
manipulation. The study concluded that it is possible to distinguish the skill levels of a novice
versus an expert with an accuracy of up to 100%. The results indicated that the manipulation
forces applied by novices often exceeded the established threshold value set for producing tissue
1

damage. This means that a trainee’s focus on task time and instrument motion alone during a
skills training exercise may have a negative impact on tissue handling skills. The relatively high
forces used by the intermediates in combination with the apparent lack of correlation between
force and motion parameters call for the inclusion of specific training in the assessment of force
application in tissue handling in laparoscopic skills training programs.
During the past few years, a team in the Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering (ECE) has worked on the development of a high-fidelity laparoscopic Intelligent
Box-Trainer System (IBTS) [5]. This study is originated from the research collaboration between
the ECE Department and the Department of Surgery, in the Homer Stryker M.D. School of
Medicine (WMed), at Western Michigan University. The simplified block diagram of the IBTS
is depicted in Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Intelligent Box-Trainer System (IBTS)

2

The role of the author of this study includes but not limited to the development of a
feedback system to prevent tissue damage caused by excessive grasper force, the development of
the messaging system between the Microcontroller Unit (MCU) and the main computer of the
IBTS, and the development of the mechanism for test execution time measurements. In addition,
the author of this study has built all the electrical and mechanical aspects of the IBTS and added
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) protection to improve reliability. Some of these features are
illustrated in Figs. 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. The author of this study has built three IBTSs, two of which
are installed in the Western Michigan University School of Medicine Surgery Simulation Center
(Sim Center) at WMed, for the third IBTS, which is located in the Intelligent Fuzzy Controllers
Laboratory (Room A-210, Floyd Hall), the author has added significant enhancements to the
camera recording and interior lighting system compared to the previous IBTSs.
The most recent feature the author has added to the third IBTS is the capability of sensing
the suture tension applied on the tissue during bowel surgery and providing meaningful visual
feedback to the surgeon. One of the author’s key objectives has been to maintain the “look and
feel” of the laparoscopic instruments as close as possible to the original FLS Box-Trainer device.

Figure 1.2. One of the three IBTS’s in the research laboratory of the ECE Dept

3

Figure 1.3. On the left is the supervisory tablet and on the right is the interior of the IBTS

Figure 1.4. Cameras in the interior of IBTS and the single board computer inside the IBTS

In this dissertation, the following enhancements added to the IBTS are presented in
detail: sensing of the forces applied by the jaws of the laparoscopic grasper on the pegs during
the FLS Peg transfer tests, sensing of the forces applied by the needle driver on the suture during
bowel suturing tests and providing meaningful feedback to the surgeon.

4

1.2.

Challenges
Force sensing, in most cases, requires direct contact with the object to evaluate the

magnitude and direction of the forces acting on the object. However, laparoscopic hand tools
(LHTs) are thin, long, and are mostly made of metal. Therefore, it is difficult for surgeons to
sense the forces applied by these tools.
Industrial force sensors are bulky and expensive. Adding an off-the-shelf force sensor to
the LHT requires modifying its structure or re-designing the LHT to adapt to the force sensor.
Such modification may affect its look and feel, and eventually, the user’s experience will no
longer reflect the desired clinical experiences. In addition, altering the hand tools can be costly,
hence, keeping the cost low is also a challenge.
LHTs can be made in many different shapes and the designs depend on the desired
functionality and vary by manufacturer. For example, several variations of needle drivers exist.
These varieties require different treatment when designing a force measurement system. Surgery
simulation training centers may have more than one brand in their facility. Making a universal
force measurement system is also a challenge.
During laparoscopic surgery training sessions, the surgeon needs to be focused entirely
on the operation and sending force feedback to the surgeon may cause some distraction if not
performed thoughtfully and in non-invasive ways. In addition, the force feedback must be
accurate and provided in real-time, which adds to the list of challenges.
Different human tissues can have different thresholds in handling the forces applied by
the grasper jaws or the suture tension applied by the needle driver. Therefore, the force
measurement system must accommodate those different tissues depending on the type and
location in the human body.

1.3.

Objectives and Contributions
The first objective for the force assessment in the IBTS is to preserve the original design

of the LHTs, namely the grasper and the needle driver. Altering the look and feel may reflect
different training experiences from the clinical ones.
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The second objective is to keep the cost as low as possible by using the laparoscopic hand
tools (LHTs) available in the Sim Center at WMed and other medical training centers and use
cost-effective sensors whenever possible. In addition, make the design of simple, modular
components to simplify IBTS installations and reduce downtime during maintenance.
The third objective is to provide accurate, high-fidelity feedback in real-time and selfassessment feature for the surgeon.
The final objective is that the force sensing system needs to accommodate as many
tissues as possible.
The main contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:
A force measurement system is developed which is mounted on the LHT grasper to
measure the force applied by the jaws on the peg during an FLS peg transfer exercise. It may
also work for artificial and even real tissues without modifying the grasper LHT. The force
sensors can be used with different graspers regardless of their brand. A system for execution time
measurement is also implemented and tested on the IBTS.
A precision force measurement system for laparoscopic bowel suture skill assessment is
developed and implemented. The proposed method can be extended to force measurements in
daVinci robotic surgery skill assessment tests. A mathematical approach to aggregate the
responses by the Strain Gauges (SGs) on a cylindrical shaft is also proposed and verified.
Low-cost and effective Augmented Reality (AR) glasses are developed and implemented
to provide feedback on the applied forces for the surgeon.
A calibration system is developed and implemented for the force measurement system
using a cylindrical shaft. It should be noted that a cylindrical shaft requires different treatment
with respect to other geometries.
A custom strain gauge assembly for improved output levels and easy installation on the
needle driver for the force measurement system is being developed. This study is still in
progress.

6

1.4.

Dissertation Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides a background of the basics and concepts of force measurements and

the role of Hooke’s law. This section defines stress, strain, and force measurements using a
Strain Gauge as a transducer. The Wheatstone Bridge circuit and its use with strain gauge
transducers are also discussed. Finally, the concept of using capacitive force sensors and the
Wheatstone Bridge is given at the end of the section.
Section 3 reviews related work and summarizes a number of approaches and techniques
to measure force.
Section 4 is organized into six major subsections to articulate the proposed force
measurement and user feedback system. It begins with the review of the laparoscopic grasper
tool and how force measurements can be implemented. In subsection two, time measurements in
the FLS system are outlined. In subsection three, the measurement of the tension forces applied
on the artificial bowel model is discussed. The fourth subsection introduces the strain gauges, the
Wheatstone Bridge circuit, and the mathematical models and electrical circuit responses to forces
at different locations on the bridge. In subsection five, the bonding locations of the strain gauges
on the needle driver with cylindrical shaft are investigated. In the sixth subsection, using
Augmented Reality glasses as force visualization feedback is proposed.
Section 5 shows the implementation and experimental results of the proposed methods in
six major subsections. In subsection one, the implementation, calibration, and experimental force
measurement results are shown for the grasper hand tool. In subsection two, the FLS time
measurement implementation is discussed. In subsection three, the process of bonding the strain
gauges to the needle driver is laid out. In subsection four, the design of the strain gauge-based
force calibration test bench is detailed. In subsection five, experimental results obtained by the
calibration bench are reviewed along with errors due to misalignments of the strain gauges and
thermal effects. In subsection six, the AR glasses, the role of LabVIEW, and the results of
measuring suturing forces and the AR glasses feedback are shown.
Section 6 includes three major subsections as follows: conclusions, contributions, and
future work.
7

Finally, Section 7 concludes this dissertation with the Bibliography.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
2.1.

Force Measurement
Force is measured in two different ways. The first method is to compare the unknown

force quantity with a known quantity, like the balance scale shown in Fig. 2.1. For example, the
unknown value of F2 is equivalent to the known value of F1 when the scale is balanced, i.e., the
scale arm is horizontal.

Figure 2.1. The unknown quantity F2 is equivalent to the known value of F1 when the scale is
balanced

The second method to measure forces is utilizing Hooke’s Law. The idea is when a force
is applied to a material, the material stretches or compresses in response to the force, similar to
the behavior of a spring.
A spring is an object that can be deformed by force and then return to its original shape
after the force is removed. Hooke’s Law states that the deformation of a metal spring is directly
proportional to the applied force. For example, in Fig. 2.2, a force F acting on a spring causes the
spring length to extend by x units of length, applying twice the force, i.e., 2F causes the spring to
stretch by 2x.

Figure 2.2. The force F is proportional to the spring displacement x
9

Many materials behave like a spring. When force is applied to the material it causes some
deformation in its geometry. After removing the force, the material regains its original shape.
Spring-like material can retain its original length if the deformation in its geometry is within a
specific range called the linear region. Fig. 2.3 illustrates three regions as follows: from p0 to p1
is the linear region where the spring retains its original shape after force F has been removed.
This region is called the elastic region. From p1 to p2 is the region where the spring will
permanently be deformed and will not retain its original shape. This region is referred to as the
plastic region. If the force causing the displacement continues after p2 then the spring will break,
which is also referred to as the breaking point.

Spring

F

P1

plastic
P2 breaking

K
Spring constant
Displacement

P0

---------..x

Figure 2.3. The elastic, plastic, and breaking point of a spring

Within the linear region, according to Hooke’s Law, the force can be a linear function of
the displacement x and can be written as 𝑭 = 𝒌𝒙, where k is the spring constant.
A large variety of force measuring products are built around this concept. By measuring
the displacement of a spring element, the force can be determined by multiplying the
displacement by the constant of the spring, is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4. Varity of commercial products built around Hooke’s Law to measure force
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2.2.

Force Measurements Using Strain Gauges (SG) as a Force Transducer
In many applications, the measured force is required to be converted into an electrical

form to be processed by an electrical or electronic device. One of the most accurate and reliable
force transducers is the strain gauge (SG).
A strain gauge consists of a long metal wire, called the grid, with a precise amount of
resistance. Its value is traditionally 120 Ω. The wire is mounted on a thin insulation foil called
the carrier. The SG was invented by Edward E. Simmons and Arthur C. Ruge in 1938 [6].
Originally, it was designed to measure strain, hence the name strain gauge. The typical structure
of a strain gauge is shown in Fig. 2.5.

r

connection leads
metal grid wire
carrier foil
Figure 2.5. Typical structure of a Strain gauge

To understand how the SG measures mechanical strain, it is useful to provide the
engineering definition of mechanical stress and strain.
Stress 𝝈. Pronounced “Sigma,” is the amount of force in Newtons [N] divided by the
specimen unit area in [𝒎𝟐], Eq. (1):
𝝈=

𝑭 𝑁
;[ ]
𝑨 𝑚2

(Eq.1)

where, F stands for the force in Newtons and A stands for the area in m2. An example for stress
is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6. The stress σ1 is much higher than σ2 caused by the same force, F=ma, applied to the
specimen's small and large areas
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Stress σ1 is much higher than σ2, even though they are imposed by the same force
(F=ma), because on the left F is applied on a small area.
Strain ε; pronounced “Epsilon,” is a description of deformation in terms of relative
displacement of particles in the body that excludes rigid-body motions is defined by Eq. (2):
𝜺=

∆𝑳 𝑚
;[ ]
𝑳
𝑚

(Eq.2)

where L stands for the original length of the specimen in meters, and ∆L stands for the changes
in length, also in meters, due to the applied stress on the specimen, as depicted in Fig. 2.7.

L

∆L

•

I

I

·1
F

Figure 2.7. The strain ε = ∆L/L

It is worth mentioning the Modulus of Elasticity E, also referred to as the Young
modulus, is a mechanical property that measures the tensile stiffness of a solid material. It
quantifies the relationship between tensile stress σ and axial strain ε in the linear elastic region of
a material. It is defined by Eq. (3):
𝑬=

𝝈 𝑁
;[
]
𝜺 𝑚2

(Eq.3)

To measure the mechanical strain, the SG is bonded on the surface of a specimen and, as
the surface of the specimen is elongated or compressed, the SG will be stretched or shortened,
accordingly. According to the definition of Electrical Resistance R given by Eq. (4):
𝑹=𝝆

𝒍
; [ohm]
𝑨
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(Eq.4)

where ρ stands for the intrinsic resistivity of a material measured in [Ω∙m], l stands for the length
[m], and A stands for the cross-sectional area of the conductor [m2].
As the length of the SG gets longer or shorter, its resistance will be affected. The nominal
resistance will increase as the SG gets longer in length or decrease below its nominal value as the
SG gets shorter in length. The increase in the length of the SG is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. The
variations in the length of the SG are generally very small, in the micrometer range [µm], and
that leads to measured strain in micro-strain [µε]. Measuring tiny resistance changes is a rather
challenging task. Therefore, it is more convenient to measure the value of a voltage change
across the SG.

F

Figure 2.8. The SG is stretched as the beam is strained under the applied bending force F

Usually, a Wheatstone Bridge circuit is utilized to measure the voltage change caused by
the resistance change of the SG. For all practical purposes, the Wheatstone Bridge is a must in
SG applications, as it allows to measure the change in voltage ∆V instead of the total voltage
drop across the SG resistance. The incremental voltage ∆V will then be fed to an instrumentation
amplifier for further processing. For example, as depicted in Fig. 2.9, the SG is modeled as
resistance RSG, and the Wheatstone Bridge components are selected according to Eq. (5):
𝑹𝑺𝑮 𝑹𝟒
=
𝑹𝟐
𝑹𝟑
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(Eq.5)

The output voltage of the Wheatstone Bridge EO is null when the SG is in its nominal
resistance, i.e., not strained. The differential voltage (V1-V2), namely EO of the Wheatstone
Bridge, is a linear function of the SG resistance RSG.

Figure 2.9. The differential voltage (V1-V2), namely EO of the Wheatstone Bridge is a linear
function of SG resistance RSG

In summary, the specimen beam in Fig. 2.8 acts as the spring element in Hooke’s law, F
= kx, if the beam remains in its elastic (linear) region. The output voltage EO, due to the
resistance change of the SG in Fig. 2.9, is linearly proportional to the applied force F in Fig. 2.8.
Therefore, the SG will act as a strain sensor, or in other words, a force transducer.

2.3.

Force Measurements Using Capacitive Force Sensors
Capacitance can also be used as a force transducer. A capacitor basically consists of two

electrically conductive plates, as shown in Fig 2.10. The Capacitance C depends on the area of
the two plates, the distance between the plates, and the dielectric material (insulator) between
them, as given in the Eq. (6):
𝑨
𝑪 = 𝜺 ; [𝐹 (𝐹𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑑)]
𝒅

(Eq.6)

where A stands for the plate area measured in [m2], d [m] stands for the distance between the
plates, and ε [F/m] stands for the dielectric material between the plates.
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By adjusting the distance d between the plates, the capacitance will vary. A spring-like
material can be the filler between the plates that will act as the dielectric material with dielectric
constant ε between the capacitor plates. The capacitance will be inversely proportional to the
distance between the plates if the area A and ε are kept constant.

Figure 2.10. The structure of a typical capacitor

Measuring capacitance, however, is technically more complicated than measuring
resistance and a simple DC voltage source will not work. To measure the value of a capacitor,
the unknown capacitor is placed into one of many bridge circuits, e.g., the Wien bridge, the
Maxwell inductance capacitance bridge, the De Sauty Bridge, the Schering bridge, or the
Wheatstone Bridge which is used for the SGs.
For example, to measure the unknown capacitor Cx using the Wheatstone Bridge, the
configuration is depicted in Fig. 2.11, where a known reference capacitor Cref is used with an
alternating AC voltage source. When the unknown capacitor Cx matches the reference capacitor
Cref, the bridge output voltage EO will be nulled. The value of Cx is given by Eq. (7):
𝑪𝒙 = 𝑪𝒓𝒆𝒇 ∙

𝑹𝟏
, [𝐹]
𝑹𝟐

Figure 2.11. Wheatstone Bridge based capacitor measurement circuit
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(Eq.7)

The advantage of using a capacitor as a force transducer is that the spring-like element in
Hooke’s law, F = kx, can be embedded in the capacitor dielectric material. Therefore, the force
measurement does not need to rely on the specimen under test. Another advantage is that the
capacitor plates can be made from thin metal films to provide flexibility to the transducer
structure.
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CHAPTER 3. RELATED WORK

Wang et al. [7] reviewed force sensing techniques in robotic assisted Minimally Invasive
Laparoscopic Surgery (MILS). The advantages and disadvantages of placing a force sensor on
four different locations of a surgical instrument was discussed as follows: on the tip, on the shaft,
on the abdominal wall and the driving unit of the surgical instrument. In addition, the paper
presented various force-sensing methodologies including capacitor-based force detection,
resistor-based force detection, current-based force detection, pressure-based force detection and
optics-based force detection. However, no new force-sensing techniques were proposed.
In [8], Witte et al. suggested an E-type buckle strain gauge transducer for measuring
dynamic forces applied on surgical sutures. The intention was to evaluate a force transducer to be
used for MILS systems. However, the study was limited to evaluating the transducer model’s
linearity and error quantifications during cyclic loading, in vitro and ex vivo conditions.
In the paper by Ebina et al. [9], strain gauges were attached to the gripper of a forceps to
measure the grasping forces. A windowed type forceps was used (where there is a hole in the
grasping surface), therefore, the grasping point location was assumed to be at the geometric
average of the gripper surface. A cable was needed to connect the strain gauges to the electrical
components of a grasping force-sensing unit that sent the force data to a PC through a wireless
connectivity module. Different loads in the range of 0g to 500g were applied to the grasping
point to calibrate the proposed force sensor. The proposed sensor showed a good linear relation
between the estimated force and the applied force in the specified load range.
Takizawa et al. [10] proposed a method to estimate the grasping force of robotic forceps.
The forceps had a fabricated silicone soft pneumatic actuator, where the gripper opening angle
was proportional to the air pressure inside the soft actuator. The higher the pressure was inside
the pneumatic actuator, the larger was the displacement of the soft actuator. The estimation of
the gripper grasping force was based on the measurements of the air pressure inside the
pneumatic actuator. It was combined with the measurement, using the strain gage, of the actuator
displacement due to the air pressure. Both static and dynamic characteristics of the grasping
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force measurement were examined, and the range of linearity of the estimated force had a limited
range.
Yu et al. [11] proposed an empirical model based on Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
methodology to develop a model that estimated tensile forces during renal suturing. The idea was
to reduce the risk of damaging the soft tissue during suturing by estimating tensile force limits
beyond which the soft tissue starts tearing. However, the model was developed using empirical
data under specific conditions. Therefore, the model estimations could be applicable only under
the same suturing conditions.
Horeman et al. [12] proposed a six degree of freedom (6D) force platform for
laparoscopic training purposes. An artificial skin was placed on the force sensor platform inside
a laparoscopic box trainer to provide a training tool for soft tissue handling during laparoscopic
procedures. A monitor was used to provide feedback on the forces and torques applied on the
artificial skin tissue during the training session. However, the approach required the trainee's
attention be split between the actions inside the box trainer and the force monitor. It could be
difficult to do that for complex tasks. It should be also noted that the proposed technique was
limited for training purposes when the workpiece (the artificial skin) could be placed on the
surface of the force sensor.
Kitagawa et al. [13] proposed using auditory feedback or visual feedback to substitute for
direct or haptic force feedback during suture manipulation in robotic surgery. This provided a
quantitative representation of the suture tying force, which could be critical for soft tissue
manipulation. The objective was to avoid tissue damage due to excessive force or applying
inadequate (too weak) force in suture tying.
Takayasu et al. [14] conducted an investigation study based on experiments to observe
force patterns during laparoscopic knot tying. A 6D force platform was used to measure forces
and torques in three dimensions as a function of time. At the same time, the knot tying procedure
was conducted by surgeons divided into three groups according to their skill level as novices,
intermediates, and experts. The study focused on force direction and the time required for knot
tying and the force magnitude. The study showed that the force direction, magnitude and the
execution time of knot tying were functions of surgeons’ skill level. The study could be helpful
to understand the elements of force patterns applied by an expert surgeon.
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Horeman et al. [15] presented the design of two force sensors to measure the tension
force in the thread inside a closed incision and another one for measuring the pulling force to
close the incision. These two sensors could be used for both training and practical surgery
purposes. The two sensors were designed to be easily applied on the surgical thread. A third
force sensor was present with a LED to indicate if the tension force exceeded a predefined force
threshold. However, the paper did not show how to define a safe force threshold for different soft
tissues or how a surgeon could monitor the force variations during a practical surgery.
Stephan et al. [16] proposed a prototype design of a gripper for minimally invasive
surgery (MIS) systems. The gripper is equipped with strain gauges to provide force measurement
in XYZ directions, in addition to the gripping forces by the jaws. The sensor could measure
forces up to 10N with a 0.1N resolution. The gripper mechanical and electronic design details
were also presented along with a finite element (FE) analysis of the gripper. However, the paper
focused solely on the gripper design and didn’t not show how the force feedback would improve
the outcome of a surgical procedure.
Jackson et al. [17] developed a lumped mathematical equation which modeled needle
interaction forces with soft tissue during automated suturing by assuming a rigid suturing needle
with a planner motion. An experimental suture apparatus was used to gather required data to
evaluate the model parameters. The model simulation results showed a good agreement with
experimental data. However, it should be noted that the model estimation can be valid just for the
specified needle type, tissue properties and motion geometry.
Choi et al. [18] proposed using an ANN model to estimate the pinch force as a function
of surface electromyography (SEMG) signals. The required input data for the ANN model were
gathered from three electrodes located at specified locations based on anatomical considerations.
In contrast, the output data were gathered from a force sensor utilized to measure pinch forces.
Abiri et al. [19] presented a detailed study of the most commonly used types of sutures in
robotic surgery. The study conducted a comprehensive set of experiments to determine tensile
strength and failure load for the commonly used surgical sutures. A computer program utilized
the collected data to alarm surgeons when the applied tensile force on the suture reached a
critical value to avoid suture breakage. Moreover, the study showed that using a particular suture
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can significantly affect the suture breakage force limit. By working with proper suture tensile
forces, intraoperative and postoperative complications could be prevented.
Horeman et al. [20] presented a force platform to help in learning basic knot tying skills.
A novice surgeon was to practice knot tying while an artificial skin was placed on the proposed
force platform. The platform was equipped with LEDs that provided visual force feedback (red,
orange, green and no color) to display common suturing errors such as force imbalance on
threads during knot tying. The force platform detected forces in X, Y, and Z directions using
spring blades and Hall sensors.
Mack et al. [21] proposed a custom surgical instrument with built-in quantum tunneling
composite (QTC) force sensors (located at the handle end of the surgical instrument) to provide
force feedback in a two-handed, teleported robotic laparoscopic surgery system. The surgical
instrument was attached to a pair of Mitsubishi PA-10 devices, i.e., the slave part of the
teleported system, while the master part was a pair of PHANTOM Omni devices. The paper
presented the developed force sensor characteristics, however, the perforce of the whole
teleported system was not discussed.
Hasanzadeh et al. [22] proposed an approach to estimate the exerted force by an
intracardiac catheter tip on the heart tissue using catheter kinematic pose information. However,
the catheter force model required the experimental identification of the geometrical and
mechanical properties of the catheter. They reported the system was tested in a realistic case.
Talasaz et al. [23] demonstrated the usefulness of haptic force feedback and a colorcoded visual force indicator on suturing quality in robotic minimally invasive surgery. The
authors used strain gauges attached to the shaft of the surgical instruments and a 6-DOF
force/torque sensor at the end-effector of the robotic arm (the slave side of the teleported
system). The strain gauges on the robotic surgical tools provided 3-DOF force interaction of the
tool with the tissue, while the 6-DOF sensor at the robotic end-effector was used to provide
torque data. In addition, to evaluate tissue damage during suturing, another 6-DOF force sensor
was used as a force platform with artificial skin mounted on the top of it. Suturing task
experiments were conducted by expert and novice surgeons to evaluate the usefulness of direct
force feedback and visual force feedback during a tele-operative invasive suturing procedure.
The study showed that visual force feedback could improve the knot tying quality. In contrast,
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direct force feedback gave the surgeons more control over the surgical instruments and reduced
the tissue damage.
Rajamani et al. [24] proposed a surgical training model that could be used to train novice
surgeons on the basic suturing techniques in MIS by comparing their applied forces to prerecorded force patterns obtained by the help of an expert surgeon. However, the surgical training
model was kind of simple one and the model’s performance analysis was not discussed in detail.
In addition, the proposed artificial organ texture resemblance to a real organ was tested or
verified.
Yamanaka et al. [25] proposed, as a first step towards developing a Virtual Reality (VR)
laparoscopic training system, gathering realistic force data during pig surgery sessions. To carry
it out, forceps were equipped with pressure sensors, a potentiometer, accelerometers, and strain
gauges. The data gathered in real-time during surgical procedures which were conducted on
living pigs. The key assumption was that the physical properties of the pigs’ anatomy were very
similar to human anatomy.
Lian et al. [26] presented suturing simulations using VR for training purposes. In this
study, CT scanning files for a human hand were used. The CT files contained three kinds of
tissues, bones, muscles and skin. These files represented the foundation to construct mass-spring
system modeling for three different tissues.
Xie et al. [27] reported on conducting a set of laboratory experiments to evaluate three
different access devices for laparoendoscopic single-site surgery. The evaluation was based on
the time required to complete a surgical procedure and the average applied force. The devices
used in the study were TriPort, Multi-ports and the single-incision laparoscopic surgery (SILS)
port. According to the study, the multi-ports showed better performance compared to the other
two devices. However, it should be noted that the evaluation process was conducted in a
simulation environment, not in a realistic surgical procedure.
Gessert et al. [28] proposed estimating tool-tissue forces based on the optical coherence
tomography (OCT) imaging technique without the need for a force sensor to be attached to
surgical instruments. The force estimations were based on the fact that the tool-instrument
interaction force was a function of the soft tissue deformation due to the action of the surgical
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tool on the tissue. A Computational Neural Network (CNN) model was used to correlate the
applied force (the CNN output) and the tissue deformation (the CNN input). The tissue
deformation was the deviation between the tissue image recorded before the force application
(the reference) and the image of the bent tissue. The main drawback of the proposed force
estimation approach was that the estimation accuracy would deteriorate if the tool and/or the
tissue mechanical properties (elasticity) changed.
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CHAPTER 4. PROPOSED FORCE MEASUREMENT AND
USER FEEDBACK

One of the author’s main objectives, while researching advanced methods for force skill
assessment using the IBTS, is to preserve the original design of the laparoscopic hand tools
(LHTs), namely the grasper and needle driver (holder). Altering the laparoscopic hand tools' look
and feel may create different training experiences from real-world clinical experiences, leading
to less effective training and deviations from the main objectives of the IBTS.
The second objective is to keep the cost as low as possible by using the same
laparoscopic hand tools available in the WMed Surgery Simulation Center (Sim Center) and in
other medical training centers, by using cost-effective sensors, off-the-shelf ones whenever
possible and by designing simple, modular components to simplify the installation and reduce
downtime during maintenance.
The third objective is to provide direct high-fidelity feedback and help in self-assessment
for the surgeon.
The final objective is that the force sensing system needs to accommodate as many
different types of tissues as possible.

4.1.

Laparoscopic Surgical Grasper Force Measurement
During FLS tests, five procedures are carried out: Peg Transfer, Precision Cutting,

Endoloop, Extracorporeal Suture, and Intracorporeal Suture [1]. It is a major concern in
laparoscopic surgery procedures that the operating surgeon should apply a force to the tissue
smaller than the threshold value (approx. 2.2 pound-force) by the jaws of the grasping tool.
Exceeding that threshold value will likely tear the tissue and cause damage which could
compromise the procedure's success and could increase the risk of post-surgery complications.
While using the standard FLS Trainer device, no force measurements are available. When
implementing the force measurements to the grasper, the added circuits and devices should not
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alter the tool’s geometry, the wiring should not get in the way and the feel of the grasper for the
user should not change.
A typical LHT grasper used in FLS Peg transfer tests is shown in Fig.4.1 [29]. To
measure the force applied by the double action jaws, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2, a flexible force
sensor is proposed, without altering the structure of the LHT.

Figure 4.1. Main components of LHT grasper

Figure 4.2. Double action jaws

During the peg transfer test, the surgeon’s thumb pushes on the handgrip that causes the
jaws of the grasper to apply force on the peg to move it around without dropping it, which is
considered a failure for the test. The spot where the surgeon's thumb is pressing the handle is an
excellent candidate to mount a force sensor to measure the jaw's force. The handgrip is
mechanically connected to the jaws and any pressure applied on the handgrip is directly
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transferred to the double action jaws by mechanical means inside the grasper. The location
proposed by the author to where the force sensor should be mounted is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3. Proposed locations for the capacitive force sensors on both the left and the right hand

The surgeon uses two grasper tools, in both the left hand (LH) and the right hand (RH)
during the peg transfer test.
Most sensors require an electronic printed circuit board (PCB) to function and
communicate with other devices. The location of the sensor PCB interface on the LHT for both
the LH and the RH is depicted in Fig. 4.4. With this approach, the sensor and its electronics are
connected using a single mechanical part which prevents straining the link between the PCB and
the force sensor.

Figure 4.4. Electronics PCB proposed location for both LH and RH
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The force sensor should be thin, flexible and flush-mounted to the handle of the grasper
tool to preserve the original experience of the grasper before adding the sensor. As presented in
Section 2.3, capacitive sensors can be made of thin, flexible material and can be mounted on the
proposed location to be part of the force measurement system.
The translated force from the surgeon's thumb to the jaws can be obtained through
calibration, assuming that the force sensor has a linear characteristic and delivers repeatable and
consistent results.

4.2.

Time Measurements in FLS Skill Assessment
When using the standardized FLS Trainer device, a medical supervisor person monitors

the resident’s performance during the test. The time taken for completing the test is measured by
a stopwatch. Neither the analog video displayed during the test, nor the time taken is recorded
electronically, hence, no playback is available for the trainee or the supervisor for further review.

Figure 4.5. IBTS block diagram showing the proposed Start/Stop Button and the Microcontroller
(μC) Box developed for force sensors interface and time measurement
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The implementation of the time measurement is proposed by using a microcontroller unit
(MCU) equipped with a built-in hardware timer for maximum accuracy. At the beginning of the
FLS test, the trainee presses the Start/Stop Pushbutton which signals the MCU to start its
hardware timer in the background. The MCU provides timestamps, correlated with the video
recording, which are passed on to the IBTS to analyze the surgeon's performance in a
quantitative fashion. The trainee presses the push-button again when the task is complete. The
recorded time has a one-millisecond resolution and is used by various aspects of the IBTS, the
force measurement proposed in the previous section included. The relevant components, with
respect to grasper force and execution time measurements, respectively, of the IBTS system, are
shown in Fig. 4.5.

4.3.

Measuring the Tension Forces Applied on an Artificial Bowel Model
Having investigated different approaches and closely monitored the bowel suturing

process, a new approach to measure the forces applied by the suture thread during a laparoscopic
operation is proposed in this study.
The laparoscopic needle driver hand tool of interest comprises a stainless-steel cylindrical
shaft of 300mm in length and 5mm in diameter, as shown in Fig. 4.6.

Φ = 5mm
L = 300mm

Figure 4.6. ETHICON E705R needle driver from ENDOPATH

As the surgeon performs the suturing task, the needle driver shaft slightly bends in
different directions. However, this laparoscopic tool always regains its original shape after the
surgeon has released the suture or removed the tension from the thread.
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The needle driver’s behavior was simulated using Matlab and Simulink. Two Matlab
Toolboxes were used, namely Simscape and Simscape Multibody, to model the mechanics, the
material and the dynamics of the needle driver. Figs. 4.7 to 4.10 illustrate the development and
the running of the simulations in the Matlab Simulink environment.

(a)
.

(b)
.
Figure 4.7. (a) Needle driver main components in Matlab Simscape Multibody (b) Simscape
Multibody model for the needle driver shaft showing the mechanical parameters,
stiffness, and inertia with the shaft dimensions
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(a)
.

(b)
.

(c)
.

Figure 4.8. (a-c) Internal blocks of the needle driver model and geometrical parameters
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(a)
.

(b)
.

(c)
.
Figure 4.9. (a-c) Internal blocks of the needle driver model and geometrical parameters
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(a)
.

(b)
.

(c)
.
Figure 4.10. (a-c) Three screenshots from Simscape Multibody simulation showing the needle
driver bending when a simulated tension force is applied on the tool tip
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Studying the behavior of the needle driver during the suturing task has led to the
proposed method to design the force measurement system by using strain gauges as force
transducers. As mentioned in Section 2, the spring element in the equation F = k x is the
stainless-steel shaft that regains its original shape after the suture tension is released.
As the needle driver shaft bends under the effect of the suture tension force, the shaft
surface will experience two different types of strains: tension strain on the bent convex side and
compression strain on the opposite concave side, as illustrated in Fig. 4.11. The convex surface
will experience a tension strain, i.e., the change in length ΔL will be positive. On the other side,
the concave surface will experience a negative change in length.

Figure 4.11. Simulation of the needle driver shaft under suture force

The SG transducer can be bonded to the surface of the needle driver shaft to detect the
strain on the stainless-steel surface and convert the strain, i.e., change in length, to change in the
SG resistance. That resistance change will be eventually turned to a voltage change when the SG
is placed into a Wheatstone Bridge circuit as described in Section 2. The best location to attach
the SG is where the maximum strain happens on the needle driver shaft. The needle driver can be
modeled as a cantilever beam with a point load. The analysis of a cantilever beam shows that the
maximum moment is present at the fixed side, i.e., where the beam meets the handle, as shown in
Fig. 4.12. The maximum moment is given by Eq. (8) [30]:
𝑴 = 𝑭 ∙ 𝑳 ; [𝑁. 𝑚]
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(Eq.8)

Figure 4.12. At the tip of the beam the moment = zero and the maximum moment caused by the
force F is at the point where the beam is fixed, M = - F·L

To understand the SG behavior on a cantilever beam, an experimental, metal cantilever
beam setup has been built, as shown in Fig. 4.13, by using two SGs on the top and another pair
of SGs at the bottom, for maximum sensitivity. Due to physical limitations, the SGs were bonded
near to the fixed end, rather than exactly at the end of the beam. The results received were very
promising and this setup allowed the use of precise calibration weights.

Figure 4.13. Two SGs are installed on the top and two on the bottom to form a Wheatstone
Bridge for maximum sensitivity

In the next subsection, the SGs’ behavior in different Wheatstone Bridge configurations is
discussed.

4.4.

Wheatstone Bridge Arithmetic SG
SGs of 350Ω resistance were chosen over the typical 120Ω ones for two reasons: first to

reduce the resistance impact of the length of the wires on the overall SG resistance. This way the
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impact of the lead wires’ resistance will be insignificant on the accuracy of the force
measurements. The second reason is to reduce power consumption and therefore minimize the
thermal effects on the SG measurements.
Using one SG in the Wheatstone Bridge circuit in various positions results in a desired
low current passing through the SG. However, the output voltage given by Eq. (9) (as it is also
illustrated in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15) is too low and might be susceptible to noise interference.
𝑬 𝑶 = 𝑽 𝟏 − 𝑽𝟐 = 𝑽𝑺 ∙

𝑹 𝟐 𝑹𝟒 − 𝑹𝟏 𝑹𝟑
; [𝑉]
𝑹𝟏 𝑹𝟑 + 𝑹 𝟏 𝑹𝟒 + 𝑹𝟐 𝑹𝟑 + 𝑹𝟐 𝑹𝟒

(Eq.9)

By placing the SG in different positions in the Wheatstone Bridge, the output voltages are
simulated using the supply voltage of the amplifier (2.5V) and the estimated range of strain
produced by the needle driver during a bowel suturing test.

Figure 4.14. One SG is in location R1 and the other in location R3 in Wheatstone Bridge and in
the plot, both SGs generate the same response, around ± 893μV
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Figure 4.15. One SG is in location R2 and the other in location R4 in Wheatstone Bridge and both
SGs generate the same response, around ± 893μV, in opposite polarity to SGs in R1 and R3

Using more than one SG in the Wheatstone Bridge circuit produces different responses
depending on two factors, the location of the SGs and whether the SGs are in tensile or in
compression state, respectively. By using two SGs, the sensitivity of the transducer is increased,
and the circuit generates a higher output voltage for easier and more reliable amplification
results. To demonstrate the different responses, the SGs are placed in various positions in the
Wheatstone Bridge and are subjected to tension and compression, respectively. The simulation
plots are shown in Figs. 4.16 to 4.23.
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4.4.1. Case 1 Addition

Using two SGs doubles the output response, as shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17. The
EO output response increases to ±1.786 mV, twice the single strain gauge response of ±
893μV for the same applied strain range, as shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20.
Positioning the SGs in locations R1 and R3 (SGR1R3), or locations R2 and R4
(SGR2R4), while in tensile strain (T), has the same output response, i.e., doubling the
output voltage. In other words, SGR1R3 or SGR2R4 will add the responses of each of the
SGs.

T

T

4 •
Rp}

3

T

T

Rp}

..._________, .op

- -------~

.step param Rp 349.5 350.5 0.01

.op

.step param Rp 349.5 350.5 0.01

Figure 4.16. Positioning the SGs in SGR1R3 has the effect of adding the responses of each SG
when subjected to T strain and the same effect applies to SGR2R4
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Figure 4.17. The output response EO = V1-V2 is doubled; ±1.786 mV compared to single SG
response

By positioning the SGs either in locations SGR1R3, or locations SGR2R4, while they
are in opposite strains, i.e., compressive strain (C) and tensile strain (T), respectively,
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yields the effect of subtracting the output response of one individual SG from the other.
In other words, SGR1R3 or SGR2R4 will add the responses of the T and C strains, and since
they have opposite signs, their individual outcomes will be subtracted from each other.
The resulting EO will be 0V, as shown in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19.
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.step param Rp 349.5 350.5 0.01

.step param Rp 349.5 350.5 0.01

Figure 4.18. Positioning the SGs in SGR1R3 has the effect of subtracting the responses of each SG
when subjected to opposite strains, T and C strain and the same effect applies to SGR2R4
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Figure 4.19. The output response EO = V1-V2 is zero

4.4.2. Case 2 Subtraction

By positioning two SGs in locations SGR1R2, or SGR1R4, or SGR2R3, or SGR3R4
generates a subtractive effect on the individual SG responses.
In Figs. 4.20 and 4.21, the SGs are subjected to tensile strain (T), and the output
EO in all four cases is 0V.
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Figure 4.20. Subtractive effect on the individual SGs responses in the four shown cases
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Figure 4.21. The output EO = 0V for all four cases

In Figs. 4. 22 and 4.23, by placing the SGs in SGR1R2 has the effect of subtracting
the opposite responses of each SG when subjected to opposite strains, T and C strain,
respectively. The same effect applies to SGR1R4.
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Figure 4.22. SGs in SGR1R2 has the effect of subtracting the opposite responses of each SG when
subjected to opposite strains, T and C strain. The same effect applies to SGR1R4
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Figure 4.23. SGs subjected to opposite strains, T and C strain. EO = ±1.78 6mV

The Wheatstone Bridge Arithmetic SG responses are summarized in Table 4.1.
The definitions of the SG locations are given in Fig. 4.24.
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Figure 4.24. Definitions of SG locations in the Wheatstone Bridge and the output response is EO
= V1 - V2.
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Table 4.1. Wheatstone Bridge Arithmetic SG. Refer to Fig. 4.24 for SG Locations
Addition Response

Subtraction Response

SG location

Strain type

SG location

Strain type

R1, R3

T, T

R1, R2

T, T

R2, R4

T, T

R1, R4

T, T

R1, R2

T, C

R2, R3

T, T

R3, R4

T, T

R1, R3

T, C

C, T
R1, R4

T, C
C, T

R2, R3

T, C
C, T

R3, R4

C, T

T, C

R2, R4

C, T

4.5.

T, C
C, T

Bonding Locations on the Needle Driver with Cylindrical Shaft

Sensing the Bending Force Using the Quadrature Sum (QS)
By referring to Section 4.1, Fig. 4. 12, the maximum moment occurs where the shaft
meets the handle. Therefore, the logical place to install the SGs is as close as possible to the
handle. For maximum sensitivity, they should be where the cylindrical shaft is attached to the
handle, as illustrated in Fig. 4. 25. In addition, to increase the sensitivity and double the output
voltage, employing two SGs is proposed.

Figure 4.25. Portion of the needle driver’s shaft with two SGs bonded near the handle
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As depicted in Fig. 4.26., forces on the needle driver are not confined to a single
direction. They may be asserted from any direction depending on how the surgeon pulls the
thread during suturing.
F
F
F
Figure 4.26. Forces on the needle driver can be asserted in different directions

By applying a constant force F and rotating the needle driver 360 degrees, the response of
SGR1R2 is sinusoidal, instead of a constant response, as depicted in Fig. 4.27.

CW

0

F

Figure 4.27. The two SGs’ voltage response to a constant force F while it is rotating 360 degrees

To verify this behavior, the two SGs on the needle driver have been modeled and been
included in the Data Acquisition (DAQ) amplifier and the filter parameters for simulations in the
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Matlab and Simulink Simscape Electrical Toolbox. The results are captured on the oscilloscope
screen as shown in Figs. 4.28 and 4.29.

Figure 4.28. Matlab and Simulink Simscape Electrical module for the two SGs

Figure 4.29. The yellow signal represents a constant force rotating 360 degrees and the blue line
represents the SGs' response to the rotating force

To sense the suture force acting in different directions and overcome the challenge this
scenario imposes, adding two more SGs to the configuration is proposed, as shown in Fig. 4.30.
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Unlike a rectangular shaft where the force can be either upward or downward, the cylindrical
beam requires special treatment to accommodate the forces exerted from various directions.
Two views of the four SGs mounted on the needle driver shaft are depicted in Fig. 30.
The subscripts x and y correspond to the x-axis and y-axis, respectively.

Figure 4.30. Front and isometric view of the proposed four strain gauges to sense the bending
forces in all 360 degrees

The two SGs in the x-axis must be independent electrically from the two SGs on the yaxis. Therefore, the two SGs in the same axis must be in one Wheatstone Bridge. As shown in
subsection 4.3, when the laparoscopic tool is bent due to the suture tension, one surface will be
subjected to tensile strain, and the opposite side of the shaft will be in compressive strain. The
measured strain on the shaft is in the order of με (micro strain), and the corresponding SG
response is in the μV (10-6V) range. Therefore, to obtain the maximum response and, hence,
maximum sensitivity, the two SGs must be placed in two adjacent arms of the Wheatstone
Bridge.
The quadrature responses can be summarized by separating the two Wheatstone Bridge
responses, as given in Eq (10):
⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑭𝒙𝒚 = ⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑭𝒙 + ⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑭𝒚
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(Eq.10)

where Fx stands for the vector representation of the SGs in the Wheatstone Bridge’s response in
the x-direction and Fy stands for the vector representation in the y-direction.
By applying a perpendicular, 360-degree rotating force vector to the tip of the needle
driver, the two quadrature SGs will have the response given by Eqs. (11) and (12).
𝑭𝒙 = 𝑨𝒙 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜽

(Eq.11)

𝑭𝒚 = 𝑨𝒚 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽

(Eq.12)

The net response, which can be calculated by the quadrature sum, is given in Eq. (13):
𝑭𝒃𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒏𝒈 = √( 𝑨𝒙 ∙ 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜽)𝟐 + ( 𝑨𝒚 ∙ 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽)

𝟐

(Eq.13)

The magnitudes of Ax and Ay for a constant force are equal, therefore, the bending force
Fbending is given by Eq. (14):
𝑭𝒃𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒏𝒈 = 𝑨 ∙ √( 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜽)𝟐 + ( 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽)𝟐 = 𝑨

Figure 4.31. Electrical connections for the SGs on the needle driver shaft
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(Eq.14)

The connections of the SGs, as Matlab Simscape Electrical modules to simulate the
bending force, are depicted in Fig. 4.31. MATLAB Simscape Electrical simulations, as shown in
Figs. 4.32 and 4.33, show the resulting bending forces.

Figure 4.32. Simscape Electrical simulation for the Quadrature sum

Figure 4.33. The yellow line represents a constant rotating force, the red line represents the xquadrant response of the SGs, and the blue line represents the y-quadrant response, while
the resulting Quadrature Sum is represented by the green line
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The summary of the proposed QS approach is as follows: the minimum number of SG
pairs required to uniformly measure forces applied to a cylindrical shaft is two, as shown in Figs.
4.34 and 4.35. The force response is given by Eq. (15).

Figure 4.34. Two SG pairs representing the required minimum configuration

𝝅 𝟐
𝑭𝟐𝒑 = √(𝐀𝟏 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽)𝟐 + (𝐀 𝟐 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽 − ) = 𝑨
𝟒

Figure 4.35. Two SG pairs and the QS response
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(Eq.15)

By increasing the number of SG pairs to three, the voltage response will be increased by
a factor of √1.5 times with respect to the amplitude of one pair’s response, as shown in Figs.
4.36 and 4.37. The force response is given by Eq. (16).

Figure 4.36. Three SG pairs

𝑭𝟑𝒑

𝝅 𝟐
𝟐𝝅 𝟐
𝟐
√
= (𝐀 𝟏 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽)) + (𝐀 𝟐 𝐬𝐢𝐧( 𝜽 − )) + (𝐀 𝟑 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽 −
))
𝟒
𝟒
= √𝟏. 𝟓 ∙ 𝑨

Figure 4.37. Three SG pairs and the QS response
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(Eq.16)

By further increasing the number of SG pairs to four, it will increase the voltage response
by a factor of √2 times. It is illustrated in Figs. 4.38 and 4.39 and the force response is given by
Eq. (17).

Figure 4.38. For SG pairs

𝑭𝟒𝒑

𝝅 𝟐
𝟐𝝅 𝟐
𝟑𝝅 𝟐
𝟐
√
(𝐀
=
)) + (𝐀 𝟒 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽 −
))
𝟏 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽)) + (𝐀 𝟐 𝐬𝐢𝐧( 𝜽 − )) + (𝐀 𝟑 𝐬𝐢𝐧( 𝜽 −
𝟒
𝟒
𝟒
= √𝟐 ∙ 𝑨

Figure 4.39. Four SG pairs and the QS response
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(Eq.17)

By generalizing the mathematical approach to N SG pairs, the voltage response will be
𝑁

increased by a factor of √ 2 times, as given by Eq (18):

𝑭𝑵𝒑 = √(𝐀𝟏

𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽))𝟐

(𝑵 − 𝟏)𝝅
𝝅 𝟐
𝟐𝝅 𝟐
+ (𝐀𝟐 𝐬𝐢𝐧( 𝜽 − )) + (𝐀𝟑 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽 −
)) + ⋯ + (𝐀 𝑵 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽 −
))
𝑵
𝑵
𝑵
𝑵
= √ ∙𝑨
𝟐

𝟐

(Eq.17)

As a numerical example: ten pairs of SGs will result in √5 A, i.e., 2.236 times the amplitude
of two pairs of SGs, as shown in Fig. 4.40.
Increasing the number of SG pairs has benefits. For one, the magnitude of the output
voltage will be increased. For two, the misalignment distortion effect on the output voltage will
be reduced. The overall response will be smoother. However, the overall circuit complexity and
cost will increase, too.

Figure 4.40. Ten pairs of SGs
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4.5.2. Sensing the Axial Force
In addition to the bending forces perpendicular to the needle driver, the suture force may
be asserted in an arbitrary angle β, hence, there will be two force components in effect, an axial
component along the cylindrical shaft and another, normal force component perpendicular to the
cylindrical shaft, as depicted in Fig. 4.41.
The axial component of the force will either cause the cylindrical shaft to be in tension or
compression, depending on whether the surgeon is pulling up or down the thread on the suture.
The normal component of the force will cause a bending moment on the hand tool, which will be
sensed by the four SGs mounted near the handle of the laparoscopic tool.

x
β

F
y

Figure 4.41. The suture force can be asserted in an angle β angle and F will have x and y
components

To implement the sensing of the axial forces, tension or compression, adding extra SGs
near the needle driver tip is proposed, as shown in Figure 4.43. The reason for this location can
be justified by referring to Fig. 4.12, in Section 4.1. Fig 4.12 indicates that the moment of the
bending force is zero at the point where the force is acting. The near tip location will guarantee
the decoupling of the bending and axial force measurements.
The axial forces are two orders of magnitude (100 times) smaller than the normal forces
caused by bending moments. The Poisson ratio ν, is the negative of the ratio of the transverse
strain to the axial strain, as illustrated in Fig. 4.42. The electrical verification diagram for
Simscape Electrical simulations is depicted in Fig. 4.44. Four SGs in two separate Wheatstone
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Bridges will be employed to increase the voltage response, as shown in Fig. 4.43. The electrical
configurations of the SGs in the two Wheatstone Bridges are different from the configurations of
the SGs used to sense the bending forces.

Figure 4.42. Two axial forces acting on the cylindrical shaft showing the Poisson effect

The two SGs are placed on the opposite sides of the Wheatstone Bridge. These SGs will
be both in tension or in compression. As discussed in the Wheatstone Bridge SG Section 4.2, this
configuration will have an additive response and will be insensitive to the bending force
response.

Figure 4.43. Proposed SGs locations to sense banding and axial forces
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Figure 4.44. Matlab Simscape Electrical verification diagram

In summary, four SGs in two independent Wheatstone Bridges are deployed near the
handle of the needle driver. These SGs will be sensitive to bending moments and insensitive to
the axial forces. In addition, an extra four SGs near the tip of the hand tool are deployed in a
configuration that is different from the SGs near the handle. These SGs will be sensitive to only
axial forces and insensitive to bending forces. Four SGs, rather than two, are used to increase the
output voltage due to the relatively small axial response. The total response is given by Eq. (19):
⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑭𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 = ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑭𝑩𝒆𝒏𝒅 + ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑭𝑨𝒙𝒊𝒂𝒍 ; [𝑁]

4.6.

(Eq.18)

Augmented Reality (AR) Glasses as a Force Visualization Feedback
Approach
Since the proposed system is capable of measuring the forces applied by the needle driver

on the bowel tissue, this vital information should be passed on to the surgeon in an easy way to
provide feedback. A visual representation of the suture force is proposed both in graphical and
text forms.
The visual feedback must not obstruct the surgeon's view who is focusing on the main
task, i.e., executing the suturing task in the best possible way. In addition, the surgeon should
have the force feedback in front of his eye no matter of their head’s orientation.
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Considering the above factors, the use of an Augmented Reality (AR) approach is
proposed. AR can be defined as an interactive experience of a real-world environment where the
objects that reside in the real world are enhanced by computer-generated perceptual information,
sometimes across multiple sensory modalities, including visual, auditory, haptic, and
somatosensory olfactory [31].
The key component of the proposed AR feedback device is a transparent LCD that can be
mounted on protective glasses or face shield. The concept of AR glasses is illustrated in Fig.
4.45.

Figure 4.45 AR glasses concept

The transparent LCD allows the surgeon to see through it, like in the case of normal
glasses, and it can provide graphical information without blocking the view. The information
about the applied force by the needle driver must be made available as it happens, i.e., in realtime. Presentation of the information should be made simple to interpret and be meaningful.
The visualization of the applied forces as a dynamic bar graph is proposed, as shown in
Fig. 4.46. The force is displayed as a percentage of the maximum allowable tension (or
threshold) the suturing action may apply on the bowel tissue. A numeric textual percentage is
also made available to the surgeon.

Figure 4.46. Proposed AR glasses
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To fulfill the stated objective of seeking low-cost solutions, the AR glasses have been
developed by utilizing a low-cost, yet very powerful ARM Cortex M4 microcontroller. The
microcontroller handles the graphics and communication protocols required by the transparent
LCD to make it function properly. In addition, the Cortex M4 can also handle the transfer rates
of the real-time data sent by the needle driver force measurement electronics. The force
percentage values are based on calibrated practical data collected from recorded laparoscopic
bowel suturing experiments along with comments by an expert surgeon.
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CHAPTER 5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPEREMENTAL
RESULTS

This chapter describes the build process for the proposed approaches taken in this study.
They are verified by conducting controlled experiments. The experimental results are also
presented.

5.1.

Implementation of the Force Measurement for the Graspers and
Experimental Results
The grasper in Figs, 5.1 and 5.2 is one of the LHT variations available in the Simulation

Center, in the Homer Stryker School of Medicine (WMed), Western Michigan University.

Figure 5.1. Laparoscopic grasper

The handgrip of the grasper where the force sensor is installed is shown in Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Handgrip where the force sensor is installed
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After experimenting with different force sensors, the capacitive force sensor from
SingleTact was chosen, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The sensor is a flexible, thin film disc of 8mm
diameter, and it is 0.30mm thick.

Figure 5.3. SingleTact force sensor along with the PCB interface circuit

The exact dimensions of the sensor are shown in Fig. 5.4 [32]. The thickness and the
diameter of the sensor are well suited to fit the thumb location on the handgrip. In addition, its
flexibility and thickness make it invisible for the touch, hence, it will not affect the original user
experience.

Figure 5.4. The 10N (2.2 lbs) force sensor dimensions
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Table 5.1. summarizes the capacitive force sensor characteristics. The force sensor can
withstand forces up to three times its rated full scale, namely, up to 6.6 lbs. force.

Table 5.1. Force Sensor Characteristics
Characteristics

Sensor Performance Value

Force Resolution

< 0.2% of Full Scale (FSR)

Maximum Force

300% of FSR

Typical Repeatability Error

< 1.0% (1 sigma of FS)

Temperature Sensitivity

< 0.2%/° C

Linearity Error

< 2.0%

Drift

2% in 1 min, 4% in 10 min, at 50% FSR load

Hysteresis

< 4.0%

Response Time

< 1ms (Measured using Oscilloscope)

Typical Baseline Capacitance

8mm 2.2 pF; 15mm: 5.5 pF @ 100 kHz

Contact Surface Material

Polyimide

The exploded view, in Fig. 5.5 [32]., shows the layers of the sensor. The dielectric
material is the spring-like element in F=k · x, as described in section 2.1. The dielectric is a
proprietary material made by Pressure Profile Systems (PPS).

Figure 5.5. Sensor exploded view
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The electrical pinout of the sensor interface PCB is shown in Fig. 5.6 [32]., and the
electrical characteristics of the interface circuit are given in Table 5.2. The sensor interface is
connected to the external MCU through the Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) bus. The data transfer
rate is up to 100kHz with an update rate of close to 100 times per second (100Hz). This refresh
rate is more than sufficient as force feedback updates the surgeon will receive through the IBTS
supervisory tablet graphical user interface (GUI).

Table 5.2. Interface PCB Electrical Specifications
Specifications

Value

Update Rate

>100 Hz

Digital Interface

I²C (100kHz), 10-bit resolution

IO Voltage

3.3V

Supply Voltage

3.7-12V

Input Current

2.7 mA

Weight

Sensor 0.23g/ Electronics 1.6g

Operating Temperature

-40°C < T < 85°C

Figure 5.6. Interface PCB pinout
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Hot glue was used to mount the PCB interface and two layers of M3 tape to fix the sensor
on the handgrip, as shown in Fig. 5.7.

Figure 5.7. Mounting the force sensor and its PCB interface on the grasper

The wires connecting to the Microcontroller Box are tied to the electrosurgical
attachment using zip ties to secure them. A reinforced cable was used to guaranty rigidity and
longevity for the signal carrying wires, as shown in Fig. 5.8. The surgeons are used to having
their surgical instruments connected to external devices and they have not been intimated by the
wires during FLS exercises.

Figure 5.8. The force sensor and its PCB interface on the grasper
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To fulfill the objective for a modular design, all graspers are equipped with a DIN
connector for easy connection/disconnection the IBTS, as shown in Fig. 5.9.

Figure 5.9. Quick DIN connectors to easily remove or attach the graspers from/to the IBTS

The two force sensors are attached to the LH and RH graspers tools an ARM Cortex M4
Development Board model STM32F429ZI DISC1 is employed to read the forces from the
graspers using the I2C interface. The connections of the graspers to the MCU board are depicted
in Fig. 10.

Figure 5.10. Two graspers connected to an ARM Cortex M4 Development Board
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The firmware of the MCU development board was developed such that it reads the force
values from both graspers simultaneously and sends those values to the IBTS every eleven
milliseconds, i.e., about 90.9 times per second for the force skill assessment evaluation. Tthe I2C
data packets from the two graspers are illustrated in Fig. 5.11.

Figure 5.11. I2C packets from the two force sensors

The force sensors need to be calibrated to correctly translate the thumb pressure on the
grasper handgrip to the force applied by the grasper’s jaws. To accomplish that, a special
attachment to the jaw's upper and lower parts of a grasper, which was dedicated for calibration
purposes only, was designed to determine the forces asserted by the jaws during the peg transfer
tests. The jaws force calibration attachments and the use of the calibration grasper are shown in
Figs. 5.12 and 5.13.

Figure 5.12. Jaws force calibration attachments
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Figure 5.13. Jaws force calibration attachments in action

The force sensor itself needs to be calibrated as well before it is installed on the handgrip.
A precision jewelry scale with 0.01-gram resolution was used to calibrate the force sensors, as
depicted in Fig. 5.14.

Figure 5.14. Force sensor calibration setup by using a jewelry scale

During the calibration process, the MCU reads the force values in terms of counts
generated by an analog to digital converter (ADC) and sends the data to the STM-STUDIOSTM32, a run-time variable monitoring and visualization software tool from ST
Microelectronics, to be compared with the jewelry scale readings, as shown in Fig. 5.15.
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Figure 5.15. Screen capture from the STM-STUDIO-STM32 software showing the forces
received from the two sensors

The linearized calibration results are plotted against the ADC counts, as illustrated in Fig.
5.16.

Figure 5.16. Linearized calibration results to convert ADC counts to forces measured in [lbs]
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During the Peg transfer FLS test, the residents use two graspers, one in each hand. I have
Six grasper tools equipped with force sensors have been built, in addition to the calibration
grasper, for the three IBTS’s. Fig. 5.17 shows one The IBTS in the ECE research lab and another
one in the Sim Center, at WMed, are shown in Fig. 5.17, during tests.

Figure 5.17. On the left, a peg transfer is in progress using graspers equipped with force sensors,
and on the right, a surgeon is performing a Precision Cutting test in the Sim center at WMed

Sample test results using the LH and RH graspers are shown in Fig. 5.18. The blue line
represents the left-hand forces, and the orange line represents the right-hand force measurements.
In this test, the recorded values are below the 2.2lbs (800 ADC counts) threshold values.

Figure 5.18. Sample peg transfer test
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Data collected during peg transfer tests carried out by four residents, from WMed, are
illustrated in Fig. 5.19. to Fig. 5.22. Resident #1, as shown in Fig. 5.19., completed the test
without exceeding the 2.2lbs threshold. The displayed force sensor output is clipped by software
when it exceeds the threshold 2.2lbs force value.

Figure 5.19. Actual peg transfer test by WMed Resident #1

Figure 5.20. Actual peg transfer test by WMed Resident #2

As indicated in Figs 5.20 to 5.22, the right-hand pressure applied by Residents #2, #3 and
#4 exceeded the 2.2lbs threshold on several occasions. In addition, Resident #3 and Resident #4,
as illustrated in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22, applied forces by their left hands such that those also
exceeded the 2.2lbs force value. These sample four tests demonstrate the importance of training
the novices to focus on the applied forces by the graspers.
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Figure 5.21. Actual peg transfer test by WMed Resident #3

Figure 5.22. Actual peg transfer test by WMed Resident #4

The results prove that the grasper force measurement system can deliver quantitative
measurements and record the forces applied during standard FLS Peg transfer tests.
For the last four years, three IBTS prototypes have been deployed in the WMed Sim
Center. During this time period they have been serviced once. This proves the robustness and
longevity of the design.

5.2.

Implementation of the Time Measurement and Experimental Results
The time measurement system was designed and implemented by using the same ARM

Cortex M4 MCU that also handles the grasper force measurements. One of the 32-bit hardware
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timers of the MCU was employed for this task. The timer ticks at each one millisecond to
provide a timestamp to the IBTS. The microcontroller box (μC-box) assembly and the Star/Stop
Button are depicted in Figs. 5.23 and 5.24.

Figure 5.23. μC-box assembly in the ECE research lab

Figure 5.24. The μC-box and the IBTS Start/Stop Button
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The timer starts when the trainee pushes the button at the beginning of a skill assessment
test and the μC-box beeps once to mark that. Pressing the button again stops the timer and the
μC-box beeps twice to indicate the end of the test.
As part of the IBTS configuration, the Supervisor Tablet, depicted in Fig. 5.25, provides
a GUI interface to the medical supervisor person to view the test results in real-time and
comment on the results after the test is complete. The GUI system, the grasper tool tip tracking
system in 3D, the fuzzy logic-based algorithm for skill assessment, and the Wi-Fi video stream
between the Supervisor Tablet and the main PC of the IBTS are designed and implemented by
Dr. Aous Kurdi.

Figure 5.25. Two snapshots of execution time assessments along with grasper force assessments
during a test provided by the GUI on the Supervisor Tablet

Figure 5.26. Report generated by the IBTS showing the timestamps along with the skill
assessment
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The results of real-time monitoring of grasper force assessments and execution time
assessments are shown in Fig. 5.25.
A sample report for a peg transfer skill assessment test is illustrated in Fig. 5.26.

5.3.

Mounting the SGs on the Needle Driver
A strain gauge is a sensor whose resistance varies with the force applied on it. It converts

the force into a change in electrical resistance which can then be measured. To faithfully
transduce strain from the material specimen, the SG needs to form a strong bond with the
material, in this case, the stainless-steel shaft of the needle driver.
To properly bond the SG on the stainless-steel shaft of the needle driver a precise and
strict process must be followed. The process can be carried out in three major stages.

Surface Preparation
The surface of the needle driver needs to be clean from any grease, dirt, or oxides before
bonding the SG on the surface of the needle driver can be attempted. In other words, the surface
needs to be chemically clean. The surface preparation involves eleven steps.
The first step is to degrease the surface with isopropyl alcohol or acetone using clean
gauze several times until the surface appears clean to the eye and the gauze stays white with no
coloring on it.
The second step is to dry abrade the surface, where the SG will be installed, with a 320grit silicon carbide sandpaper to remove any oxide layers from the surface. Ten to twelve strokes
are sufficient for the stainless steel.
The third step is to use a chemical etcher (HCL-based) and wet abrade the surface of the
stainless-steel shaft with a 320-grit silicon carbide sandpaper. Eight to ten strokes are sufficient.
In the fourth step, a gauze pad can be used to dry the surface of the shaft. The shaft
should be wiped in one direction only with a clean gauze pad for each stroke to prevent the
contamination of the surface.
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The fifth step is to repeat step three but with a finer, 400-grit silicon carbide sandpaper.
This step makes the surface rough enough for the SG to bond.
Step six, repeat step four to dry the surface without contamination.
To properly align the strain gauges on the stainless-steel shaft of the needle driver, one
should put marks on the shaft using a hard pencil with a hardness level of 7-H. This is step seven
of the surface preparation.
In the eighth step, the marked location should be cleaned by a cotton tip and the chemical
etcher to remove the graphite and keep the score of the 7-H pencil on the surface. It should be
done twice.
Step nine, dry the surface with a clean gauze pad.
The surface is chemically clean at this point. However, the surface acidity level, pH is
greater than 7 due to the HCL based etcher. To bond the SG, a Cyanoacrylate (CA) glue is
recommended. However, the CA glue does not stick to an acid surface. Therefore, an extra step
is needed to neutralize the stainless-steel surface of the needle driver.
In step ten, the surface should be scrubbed by a neutralizer (ammonia-based) using a
cotton tip. It should be repeated until the cotton tip has no coloring on it after scrubbing the
surface.
The final step is to dry the surface with a clean gauze pad. The surface should not be
touched after this step. The bonding process should be carried out quickly at this point, a few
minutes before oxide layers will form on the stainless steel.
Bonding the SG to the Surface of the Needle Driver
The bonding process involves seven steps.
The first step is to prepare a glass surface and tweezers to hold the SGs to avoid the
contamination of them by a finger touch. Next, the glass surface is used to place the SGs in the
desired orientation before bonding them on the shaft. The glass surface and the tweezers must be
cleaned with the ammonia-based neutralizer using a clean gauze pad before using them.
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In step two, mount the SG on a tape while the SG is still on the glass. The MicroMeasurements strain gauge installation tape part number MMF336544 was used for this step.
The tape helps in lifting and orienting the SGs without touching them.
Next, to lift the SGs after orienting them in the desired orientation, lift the tape with the
SGs using a shallow angle (about 30°) and center it on the shaft marks. This method prevents
straining the SGs during installation.
In step four, one should apply a thin film of catalyst, adhesive accelerator on the SGs and
then wait for 60 seconds for the accelerator to dry completely. Bob Smith Industries, part number
BSI-151H was used.
In step five, one should apply one drop of cyanoacrylate glue on the stainless-steel shaft
just below the SGs. On the grounds of experiments, the M-Bond 200 from Micro-Measurements,
part number MMF326346, worked well.
Next, hold the tape at an angle and squeegee it with a gauze pad.
In step seven, apply pressure for about a minute or two. The CA accelerator helps in
curing the glue quickly.
Finally, wait 3 more minutes and lift the tape using a very steep angle (about 170°) from
the SG to prevent lifting them off from the shaft.
Apply Environmental Protection
Finally, after the CA has cured, apply conformal coating for environmental protection. A
clear acrylic adhesive coating from MG Chemicals, part number 419D-55ML works well for this
purpose. The collection of chemicals used in the SG installations is shown in Fig. 5.27.

Figure 5.27. Chemicals used in the SG installation process
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A short summary of the SG installation process is given in Fig. 5.28.

Figure 5.28. Summary of the SG installation process
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SG Installation Results
The C5K-06-S5145-350-33F strain gauges from Micro-Measurements is proposed to be
mounted on the shaft of the needle driver. This SG is of 350Ω with dimensions of 3.1×2.6 mm
and made of encapsulated Karma gauge with a strain range of ±1.5%. The operating temperature
range is from –75° to +205°C, as shown in Fig. 5.29.

Figure 5.29. SG model C5K-06-S5145-350-33F used in the needle driver force measurement
system

This SG model is proposed because the needle driver’s shaft diameter is 5mm, as shown
in Fig. 4.6. The availability of SGs of this size is rear minimal, so the choices are extremely
limited. The use of a digital microscope and tweezers to handle the tiny SGs was needed, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.30.

Figure 5.30. The tiny SGs under the microscope
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After bonding the four SGs to the needle driver shaft, the environmental conformal
coating was applied. The bonded SGs are shown in Fig. 5.31.

Figure 5.31. Installed SGs responsible for the bending forces

The axial SGs are installed in a suboptimal location due to technical difficulties as shown
in Fig. 5.32. This will affect the linearity of the SG responses and that will be discussed in
section 5.4.

Figure 5.32. SGs responsible for axial forces are covered with the conformal coating

Every two SGs are configured in a separate Wheatstone Bridge to isolate their responses
and make it possible to use the Quadrature Sum (QS) method to aggregate the responses as
described in section 4.5. Therefore, every Wheatstone Bridge requires two precision resistors to
complete the bridge. The use of two matched resistor pair model, S2-350-01, and four bridge
completion resistors model MR2-350-128, all from Micro-Measurements is proposed. The
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needle driver does not have enough space to mount the precision resistors as illustrated in Fig.
4.6. Therefore, a bracket was designed to secure the four bridge completion resistors (BCs) and
the two matched pair precision resistors on the handle. These assemblies are illustrated in Figs.
5.33. and 5.34.

Figure 5.33. The needle driver with the precision resistors secured to its handle

Figure 5.34. Four BC resistors and the matched pair resistors attached to the needle driver
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5.4.

Force Calibration Test Bench Design
Having built the needle driver force measurement system prototype, calibration is

required to relate the suture tension forces applied on the tissue to the SG responses.
The proposed force calibration test bench (FCTB) includes an electromechanical system
controlled by an MCU and a data acquisition (DAQ) system connected to the LabVIEW software
tool to collect the data at the rate of 80 samples per second (80 S/s) for analysis.
The electromechanical system consists of a metal and wooden base with a stepper motor
of frame size Nema-23 on the top of it. A worm right angle gearbox is connected to the motor, as
shown in Fig. 5.35. The gearbox has a ratio of 30:1 to provide sufficient torque to hold and rotate
the assembled needle driver force measurement system. The motor is driven by stepper motor
driver model TB6600, as shown in Fig. 5.36.

Figure 5.35. Worm gear right angle gearbox and Nema-23 stepper motor

Figure 5.36. Stepper motor driver model TB6600
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The FCTB motor is controlled by an STM32F429I Discovery Board, as depicted in Fig.
5.37. The firmware is designed such that it rotates the gearbox shaft at an angle rate of one
degree per second (θ = 1°/s). One complete revolution (360°) is completed in exactly six
minutes.

Figure 5.37. The STM32F429I Disc Board used to control the FCTB

Pictures from different angles of the completed FCTB are given in Fig. 5.38. In addition,
the needle driver needs a removable adapter to be attached securely to the motor shaft during
calibration.

Figure 5.38. FCTB from different angles
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A wooden bracket was designed to hold the needle driver. The holder's internal contours
match the needle driver’s contours to prevent any movement during calibration. An on-line CAD
software was used to design the bracket holder and engrave it. It was implemented by a CNC
machine model Genmitsu CNC Router Machine 3018-PROVer with GRBL Offline Control. The
CAD tools and the CNC machine are shown in Fig. 5.39. The needle driver holder is shown in
Fig. 5.40.

Figure 5.39. CAD design and CNC engraving the needle driver holder

Figure 5.40. The needle driver holder
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The calibration should be started at predefined angles. A digital inclinometer with a
magnetic base was used to determine the starting angle and provide visual feedback to verify the
angle calculated by the controller software. The needle driver holder, with the inclinometer
magnetically attached to it, is shown in Fig. 5.41.

Figure 5.41. The needle driver holder ready to be mounted on the motor shaft

The use of several calibration weights is proposed to calibrate the force by the needle
driver. Stackable weights of 5-, 10-, 20-, and 50-gram are depicted in Fig. 5.42.

Figure 5.42. Stackable calibration weights
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Figures 5.43 and 5.44 show The calibration experiments using the FCTB in both the axial
and bending forces configurations are illustrated in Figs. 5.43. and 5.44.

Figure 5.43. Axial forces calibration setup

Figure 5.44. Bending forces calibration setup
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To calibrate the SG axial force responses, the FCTB is designed to rotate the needle
driver in the clockwise direction (CW) one full 360° revolution and then another 360° revolution
in the counterclockwise direction (CCW), as illustrated in Fig. 5.45.

Figure 5.45. Illustration of the axial force calibration in the CW and CCW directions

A series of nine photos taken during the SG axial force calibration, in the CW direction,
are shown in Fig. 5.46. For the test illustrated here just one set of weights was used. To fully
characterize the force responses, the experiment was repeated with different weight values in
both CW and CCW directions.

Figure 5.46. SG axial force calibration in the CW direction
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Similarly, to calibrate the SG bending force responses, the FCTB is designed to rotate the
needle driver in the clockwise direction (CW) one full 360° revolution and then another 360°
revolution in the counterclockwise direction (CCW), as illustrated in Fig. 5.47.

Figure 5.47. Illustration of the bending force calibration in the CW and CCW directions

A series of nine photos taken during the SG bending force calibration, in the CCW
direction, are shown in Fig. 5.48. Again, the experiment was carried out with different weight
values, in both CW and CCW directions.

Figure 5.48. SG bending force calibration in the CCW direction
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5.5.

Experimental Results
The calibration data have been collected by using four, 24-bit DAQ model MM01_DAQ

devices with a gain amplifier of 50, at a rate of 80 S/s, controlled by LabVIEW.
The calibration data of the axial tension response for the four SGs near the needle driver
(ND) tip is listed in Table 5.3. Six calibration weights correspond to 0.69N to 1.67N are used and
plotted in Fig. 5.49.

Table 5.3. Axial Tension Calibration Data
Weight [g]
70
90
110
130
150
170

Force [N]
0.6864655
0.8825985
1.0787315
1.2748645
1.4709975
1.6671305

TIP_SGRX
0.001082
0.001205
0.001458
0.001606
0.001761
0.001849

TIP_SGRY
0.001112
0.0013
0.001471
0.001554
0.001667
0.001773

Figure 5.49. Raw data plot for the four SGs near the ND tip

The excitation voltage for the Wheatstone Bridge in this setup is 2.5V, and the
output voltage of the two pairs of SGs is measured in mV/V. From Fig. 5.49, the maximum
output is less than 0.002 mV/V, which is very low and near to the noise floor of the used
instruments.
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The bending force calibration results using forces from 0N to 1.68N are depicted in Figs.
5.50 to 5.53 are tabulated in Table 5.4.
The calibration is carried out in four different angles, i.e., 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°. The
blue and orange lines represent the two SG pairs near the handle of the ND, and the yellow and
gray lines represent the two SG pairs near the tip of the ND. It is clear from the results that the
SG pairs near the tip of the ND are less sensitive to bending forces in all the performed
calibrations.

Table 5.4. Calibration Weights
Weight [g]
5
10
15
20
50
70
90
110
130
150
170

Force [N]
0.04903325
0.0980665
0.14709975
0.196133
0.4903325
0.6864655
0.8825985
1.0787315
1.2748645
1.4709975
1.6671305

Figure 5.50. Bending forces calibration for all SGs at angle θ = 0°
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Figure 5.51. Bending forces calibration for all SGs at angle θ = 90°

Figure 5.52. Bending forces calibration for all SGs at angle θ = 180°

Figure 5.53. Bending forces calibration for all SGs at angle θ = 270°
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QS Results and Errors Analysis Due to SGs Misalignments
As shown in Fig. 5.49, the output response of the two SG pairs near the ND tip is
exceptionally low in its raw format. Therefore, a gain of 100 is proposed to amplify the output
voltages to process the data and apply the QS algorithm as given in Eq. (14). Two linearized data
items are plotted in Fig. 5.54. The orange line represents the output, amplified by 100, of one
pair of SGs near the tip of the ND. The blue line represents the output of two SG pairs, which are
added to each other and amplified by 100 to improve sensitivity. The goodness-of-fit, R2,
indicates respectable linearity after signal conditioning and applying the QS methods on the
signals.

Figure 5.54. Applying the QS after performing signal conditioning on the raw data

The bending calibration data in the four angles, i.e., 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° are listed in
Table 5.5. The QS data for the two SG pairs near the ND handle are plotted in Fig. 5.57. The
responses for the different angles are linear. However, for an ideal SGs alignment, all four lines
should be on top of each other and appear as one line.
The output responses of the SG pairs near the ND tip are shown in Fig. 5.58. The
responses are immensely small, and the data are affected by noise due to its proximity to the
noise floor of the data collection instrument.
Taking a closer look at the SGs installation under the digital microscope, there are two
types of misalignments as illustrated in Figs. 5.55 and 5.45. One is an offset with a slight angle in
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the longitudinal direction, and the other one is that the SGs are not evenly spaced around the
cylindrical shaft. In other words, the two SGs pairs are not exactly in a quadrature position to
each other.

Figure 5.55. Misalignment in the SGs installation
.

Figure 5.56. Imperfection in the SGs alignment
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Table 5.5. Bending Calibration Data
Weight [g]

Force [N]

0
5
10
15
20
50
70
90
110
130
150
170

0
0.04903325
0.0980665
0.14709975
0.196133
0.4903325
0.6864655
0.8825985
1.0787315
1.2748645
1.4709975
1.6671305

SGs Bending SGs Bending SGs Bending SGs Bending
at θ = 0°
at θ = 90°
at θ = 180°
at θ = 270°
0.028837817 0.039190272 0.027679554
0.007173837 0.034819514 0.046441547 0.033410429
0.014143687 0.041305977
0.0535365
0.039756039
0.021264409 0.048018549 0.060783493 0.046357865
0.028372896 0.054892624 0.067836332 0.053243841
0.070789039 0.098413676 0.110890909 0.097236286
0.099320082 0.127879869 0.13987889 0.127406229
0.127950665 0.157877938 0.168529636 0.157856934
0.15669681
0.187804839 0.197303087 0.188273674
0.184844439
0.21778668 0.226205801 0.218548512
0.213468891 0.247926475 0.255044319 0.248878287
0.242058425 0.277859245 0.284287643 0.279268707

Figure 5.57. Responses of the SGs near the ND handle for the four different angles

Figure 5.58. Responses of the SGs near the ND tip for the four different angles
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Two more calibrations are carried out using the motorized FCTB in a continuous 360°
revolution in both CW and CCW directions to fully characterize the ND force measurement
system. The first test is the axial calibration test. The starting position is when the ND is pointing
down, as shown in Fig. 5.29.

Figure 5.59. The Axial calibration test for the CCW direction

The plotted results for the SGs near the handle and near the tip of the ND, respectively, in
both CW and CCW directions, are given in Figs. 5.60 and 5.61.

CCW

CW

Figure 5.60. Axial calibration for the SGs near the handle of the ND
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CW

CCW

Figure 5.61. Axial calibration for the SGs near the tip of the ND

Again, by comparing the plots in Figs. 5.60 and 5.61, the output responses of the SGs
near the tip of the ND are much lower than that of the SGs near the handle of the ND. In this
case, the response is 35 times lower. As described in Eq. (19), the total force response is
⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑭𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 = ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑭𝑩𝒆𝒏𝒅 + ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑭𝑨𝒙𝒊𝒂𝒍 . For practical implementations, the axial component of the force
response can be ignored due to its small magnitude. The total force at one instant is 0.35 for the
bending force and 0.01 for the axial force from the collected data. Hence, the vector sum of the
two forces, i.e., √0.352 + 0.012 = 0.3501, which is only 0.01% higher than the bending force
alone. The visual representation of the result is depicted in Fig. 62.

Figure 5.62. The total response is approximately equal to the bending response

The second test is the bending calibration test. The QS output is the yellow line, and the
outputs of the individual SG pairs are represented by blue and red lines in CCW and CW, as
shown in Figs. 5.63 and 5.64. However, the QS yellow line, according to the QS algorithm and
the Matlab Simscape Electrical simulations illustrated in Figs. 5.65 and 5.66 should have been a
straight one in both CCW and CW directions.
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The misalignment shown in Figs. 5.55 and 5.56 causes the SGs to become more sensitive
to one direction and less sensitive to the other direction. In addition, the SGs outputs are not in
the proper phase with respect to each other which causes the QS to fluctuate.

Figure 5.63. Bending calibration for the SGs near the handle of the ND in CCW direction

Figure 5.64. Bending calibration for the SGs near the handle of the ND in CW direction
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Figure 5.65. Matlab Simscape Electrical simulation for the QS response in CCW

Figure 5.66. Matlab Simscape Electrical simulation for the QS response in CW

To analyze and characterize the errors due to SGs misalignment, a simulation case study
is created to replicate the inspected ND installation under the microscope. The two types of
misalignments, which were discussed earlier in this section, are depicted in Fig. 5.67.
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Figure 5.67. Simulation of the two types of SGs misalignment

The block diagram of the Matlab Simscape Electrical simulation has two dial knobs to
adjust the location and orientation of the SGs to closely match the actual misalignment found on
the ND, is given in Fig. 5.68.

Figure 5.68. Matlab Simscape Electrical simulation block diagram
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The SGs misalignment simulation results are demonstrated in Figs. 5.69 and 5.70 and the
actual ND responses are closely matched in both the CCW and CW.
In summary, it is demonstrated by the proposed error analysis that the observed errors
can be understood, and the SGs misalignment can be controlled in a factory setup to avoid
measurement errors. The QS algorithm requires the SGs to be properly aligned on the cylindrical
shaft to produce an accurate force measurement.
The development of methods for proper installation and alignment of SGs for the ND is a
topic for future work.

Figure 5.69. Matlab Simscape Electrical simulation in CCW compared to the actual ND response
in CCW

Figure 5.70. Matlab Simscape Electrical simulation in CW compared to the actual ND response
in CW
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Thermal Compensation
SGs are designed to bond to a specimen and respond properly to the applied strain only at
room temperature. However, the responses of the SGs are affected by temperature variations.
The SGs on the ND may indicate an erroneous force value if they are operated at high or
low temperatures, outside of the normal, indoor environment. To compensate for temperature
variations, a temperature compensation algorithm must be implemented.
The temperature coefficients for the SGs used in the ND are given in Fig. 5.71.

Figure 5.71. Temperature coefficients for the C5K-06-S5145-350-33F strain gauge by the
manufacturer

The temperature output response for a typical Karma alloy is depicted in Fig. 5.72 [33].

Figure 5.72. Thermal output response for Constantan (A-alloy) and modified Karma (K-alloy)
strain gages
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The fifth-degree polynomial equation representing the thermal output curve for the ND
SGs is given in Eq. (20).
𝝐𝑻/𝑶 = 𝑨𝟎 + 𝑨𝟏 𝑻 + 𝑨𝟐 𝑻𝟐 + 𝑨𝟑 𝑻𝟑 + 𝑨𝟒 𝑻𝟒 + 𝑨𝟓 𝑻𝟓

(Eq.20)

The thermal output response for a wide temperature range, in both °C and °F, are shown
in Figs. 5.73 and 5.74. These values can be added or subtracted from the SGs response according
to the surrounding temperature to compensate for the thermal output of the SGs.

Figure 5.73. Thermal output response as a function of °C temperature values

Figure 5.74. Thermal output response as a function of °F temperature values
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5.6.

AR Glasses Implementation
The main components of the proposed AR glasses can be divided into two parts, the

hardware, and the controlling software.
The implemented hardware part consists of the following components:
i.

Off the shelf, lightweight laboratory glasses

ii.

A low-cost, transparent graphical OLED LCD (TGOLCD)

iii.

Interfacing board for the TGOLCD, provides an I2C/SPI interface

iv.

A low-cost, customizable development board with a low-power ARM Cortex M4
microcontroller to handle the graphics and communication protocols required by
the TGOLCD

v.

Enclosure, 10 feet USB cable, LED, pushbutton, and other accessory components

The controlling software consists of two parts:
i.

The ARM Cortex M4 firmware

ii.

LabVIEW program to control data transfer between the AR glasses and the ND

The TGOLCD and its interfacing board are depicted in Fig. 5.75. Both are from
Sparkfun.com. The TGOLCD is completely transparent with resolution of 128×64 pixels. The
specifications are tabulated in Table 5.6.

Figure 5.75. The TGOLCD model UG-2856KLBAG01 and Qwiic breakout PCB
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Table 5.6. TGOLCD Specifications
TGOLCD Specifications
Transparent pixels
128x64 total pixels
Display area
35.5 x 18mm
Glass area
42mm x 27.16mm
Color depth
1-bit
Bus type
I2C or SPI
Bus max speed
400 kHz I2C, 10 MHz SPI
Voltage Logic level
3.3V
Max current
200 mA
Controller
SSD1309

The ARM Cortex M4 is ultra-low-power MCU model NUCLEO-L432KC. The heart of
the board is the STM32L432KC with 256 Kbytes of Flash memory and 64 Kbyte of SRAM. In
addition, the development board has an onboard ST-Link for programming and debugging.
Unfortunately, the NUCLEO board in Fig. 5.76 is configured to use the built-in RC oscillator
only, which does not provide such an accurate clock as a crystal oscillator does. However, the
onboard ST-Link V2.1 has a 25MHz crystal oscillator. Therefore, it was necessary to route the
25MHz crystal oscillator to the MCU to get accurate and stable timing.

Figure 5.76. The NUCLEO-L432KC development board from STMicroelectronics
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Some of the NUCLEO-L432KC pins needed to be reconfigured by soldering and
resoldering some of the onboard solder bridges to create access to most of the board capabilities
to match the AR glasses requirements. The modified pinout and its functionality are depicted in
Fig. 5.77.

Figure 5.77. The NUCLEO-L432KC board modified pinout
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The AR glasses are proposed to display both custom graphics and digits. The pixel-bypixel design and some discarded attempts are shown in Figs. 5.78 and 5.79.

Figure 5.78. Proposed custom digits for the AR glasses

Figure 5.79. Proposed display of bars and digits for the AR glasses
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The firmware of the MCU is developed in C-language. The STM32L432KC is
configured using the STM32CubeMX configuration tool shown in Fig. 5.80.

Figure 5.80. STM32CubeMX

The C-code is compiled by using the IAR Embedded Workbench (EWARM) for the
ARM integrated development environment (IDE). A snapshot from the EWARM IDE is given in
Fig. 5.81.

Figure 5.81. IAR EWARM IDE
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The implemented graphics for the AR glasses is illustrated in Fig. 5.82.

Figure 5.82. AR glasses during the initial development phase

The complete AR glasses prototype is depicted in Fig. 5.83.

Figure 5.83. AR glasses prototype
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The LabVIEW software controls the communication from the ND to the AR Glasses and
provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for debugging and an additional visualization option, if
needed. The LabVIEW GUI, the block diagram, and a displayed image on the AR glasses are
given in Figs. 5.84 and 5.85.

Figure 5.84. LabVIEW control panel for communication and AR glasses simulation

Figure 5.85. The AR glasses are being controlled by LabVIEW
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Experimental Results by Expert Surgeon and AR Glasses Feedback
An expert surgeon is working with the ND force measurement system to perform a
suturing task on an artificial double-layer Bowel tissue from SynDaver Labs, as shown in Figs.
5.86 and 5.87.

Figure 5.86. Expert surgent performing a bowel suturing test

Figure 5.87. Images of bowel suturing recorded inside the IBTS
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During the IBTS suturing test, an image with the AR glasses is depicted in Fig. 5.88.

Figure 5.88. AR glasses with the IBTS

By taking notes of the expert surgeon's comments during the bowel suturing test using
the ND force measurement system, the surgeon's qualitative assessment is tabulated in Table 5.7.
Excessive suture tension may cause complications and traumatic wounds after the surgery. On
the other hand, inadequate tension leads to leaking colon and severe complications after the
bowel surgery.

Table 5.7. The Expert Surgeon's Qualitative Assessment
Linguistic variable

ND Output Range (mV/V)

Calibrated Force Range (N)

excessive

greater than 0.360

greater than 2.659

adequate

0.150 – 0.250

1.188 – 1.888

inadequate

less than 0.015

less than 0.242
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The AR glasses are very responsive and lightweight. In addition, the current design makes it
very affordable and can be manufactured for cheap. The AR glasses can also be used along with
the laparoscopic grasper force measurement system, in its current state.
In conclusion, using the AR glasses feedback, the ND force measurement system can help
the practicing surgeon in developing a solid and refined sense of the applied forces on the suture
during laparoscopic bowel surgery.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1.

Conclusions
The main objective of maintaining the LHTs’ looks and feel has been achieved.
The extra cost is kept to a minimum. Most of the designed parts are either off-the-shelf or
inexpensive items. Modularity is a feature in all the design aspects of the IBTS to
simplify installation and reduce maintenance time.
The designed enhancements proved through experimental results to be accurate.
Even with the SG misalignment flaw, the carried-out error analysis makes it possible to
rectify the results by software.
The AR force feedback can provide unique skill assessment experiences in
combination with the ND force measurement system. It enables the practicing surgeons
to develop a solid and refined sense of the applied forces on the suture during
laparoscopic bowel surgery. This system has no equivalent in the laparoscopic bowel
surgery practice according to the author's knowledge.
Throughout the course of this study, extensive simulations and verifications have
been carried out to prove the accuracy and validity of the results. A powered calibration
system has been designed specifically for this purpose.
With the aid of an expert surgeon, the suture forces during bowel surgery can be
qualitative and qualitatively assessed and visualized with the AR glasses feedback
system.
Finally, the AR visual feedback and the SGs force transducers combined with the
QS algorithm can be extended to measure forces applied by a surgical robotic arm
without interfering with its internal circuitry or altering its design. The combined system
can represent an affordable, low-cost add-on kit in research and design labs.
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6.2.

Contributions
The following contributions can be drawn from this study:
i.

Design, verification, and implementation of LHT grasper force measurement to
measure the forces during a FLS Peg transfer skill assessment test to be carried
out with the IBTS.

ii.

Design and implementation of a time measurement system to be used for various
FLS skill assessment tests on the IBTS. The time measurement system provides
precise timestamps synchronized with recorded test videos in the IBTS.

iii.

Design, verification, and implementation of a precise force measurement system
for laparoscopic bowel suture skill assessment.

iv.

Design and implementation of low-cost yet effective AR visual feedback system.
The AR glasses and SGs as force transducers combined with the QS algorithm
can be extended to measure forces applied by a surgical robotic arm.

v.

An electromechanical calibration system is developed and implemented for the
force measurement system using a cylindrical shaft. It should be noted that a
cylindrical shaft requires special mathematical treatment with respect to other
geometries.

In addition, a journal paper is submitted to the Acta Polytechnica Hungarica, a journal of
applied science (under review) [36].

6.3.

Future Work
Designing Custom SG and an SG Alignment jig
The QS algorithm, Eq. (18), indicates the possibility of having more than two
pairs of SGs on the ND cylindrical shaft. Designing a custom SG foil with many SG pairs
can increase the measurement sensitivity, smoothness of the output and simplify the SG
bonding process. The SGs can be all on one carrier and with higher nominal resistance,
for example, 5kΩ or higher per SG. The advantage will be more sensitivity, less power
consumption, and, therefore, the lower thermal effect on the SGs from the supply voltage.
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In addition, design an SG alignment jig to reduce the complexity of positioning
and aligning the SGs on the small-diameter cylindrical shaft of the ND to avoid errors
caused by SGs misalignment.
Design a Force Measurement System Based on Computer Vision and AI
The basic FLS trainer uses one camera, the IBTS employs three of them. It is
compelling to use cameras to visually estimate the force applied by the suture on the
tissue in laparoscopic bowel surgery. The images obtained from the cameras can be used
to train ANNs and work with AI algorithms to estimate the force applied by the suture.
Utilizing the developed ND measurement system makes it possible to train the AI
engine by associating camera images of the tissue under suturing with the measured
forces by the ND force measurement system.
When a bowel tissue is squeezed by suture tension, the tissue will experience a
change in shape and color. Relating these changes to the force measured by the ND force
measurement system can train an AI algorithm to estimate the forces.

Development of a FL-Based Assessment System for Suturing Force
Measurement
As demonstrated in section 5.6.1, the expert surgeon can assess the quality of the
suturing force in linguistic terms. These terms may be interpreted differently from one
surgeon to the other. Fuzzy logic is particularly powerful in mathematically treating
uncertainties expressed by human language.
Table 5.7 can be used as a starting point to develop a knowledge base and a set of
Fuzzy IF-THEN rules for the Fuzzy logic-based skill assessment system.

Applying the Proposed Force Measurement system to Surgical Robots
Surgical robots, like the daVinci robot, do not provide a feedback to sense the
applied forces during surgery. The proposed AR glasses and SGs as force transducers
combined with the QS algorithm can be extended to measure forces applied by a surgical
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robotic arm, or surgical tools. Using the proposed AR feedback plus the SGs
measurement can help in developing a sensory system for the daVinci robot without, or
with minimal interaction with its current control circuitry.
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